The underlying noise in the infrared spectra of proteins may introduce artifacts in the quantitation of proteins by curve-fitting of the amide I band. Smoothing methods are able to reduce the noise but can introduce alterations in band shape that affect the information contained in the spectrum. Three methods to remove noise-Savitzky-Golay, Fourier filtering, and maximum entropy-have been used to ascertain their influence on the quantitative information when applied to protein bands. Use of artificial curves shows that whereas Savitzky-Golay and Fourier smoothing are able to reduce the noise, they distort the band shape. Maximum entropy is more efficient in reducing the noise in artificial curves with added noise, and provided a narrowest bandwidth below 12 cm 01 , no bandshape distortion is obtained. Using the smoothing in natural spectra, the presence of spurious bands in the initial parameters coming from artifacts introduced by deconvolution or derivation is reduced. Moreover, the dispersion in the percentage area values in a series of similar spectra is also decreased below 2%, a value that discriminates the effect of ligand binding to proteins. The maximum entropy method is proposed as a tool to improve the quantification of protein structure by infrared spectroscopy.
INTRODUCTION
tween 1700 and 1600 cm 01 , and arising mainly from peptidic C|O stretching vibrations, is most extensively used in structural studies. Knowledge of protein structure is helped by spectroscopic techniques that supply information on Quantitative methods involve extraction of the information contained in the overlapping compothe molecular structure and dynamics, in addition to techniques giving three-dimensional informanent bands that constitute the amide I band envelope. To separate these contributions, several tion, such as X-ray or NMR. Infrared spectroscopy is acknowledged to provide quantitative informamathematical techniques have been adopted, namely band narrowing and curve-fitting procetion on protein structure. 1 The infrared bands arising from the peptide bond, the so-called amide dures. After component resolution, each band is associated to a structural feature of the protein. bands, are sensitive to the backbone conformation (i.e., dihedral angles) and to the hydrogen bondDerivation and deconvolution transform the absorption bands into narrower line shapes, thereby ing of the protein. The amide I band located beresolving the overlapping components. Curve-fitting is the process of regenerating a measured obtained from deconvolved and / or derivative lar to a curve-fitting of a protein and centered at 1684, 1675, 1655, 1636, 1625, and 1612 cm 01 , spectra. These initial parameters (band positions) together with an estimation of bandwidth were added to generate a noise-free amide I. In the study of the efficiency of smoothing methods and line shape are iterated until the theoretically generated and the measured spectra coincide.
in removal of noise, a random noise generated by the Spectra-Calc software (Galactic Inc.) was Curve-fitting can be performed on the original amide I or in the mathematically narrowed specadded to give signal-to-noise ratios of 1000 : 1 and 10000 : 1. trum. However, deconvolution and derivation changes the line shape and can affect the informaCytochrome bf, the protein used in the study, was a gift from Dr. Rich and the spectra were tion contained in the amide I.
2 Because of the shapelessness of amide I, the solution obtained obtained in a Nicolet Magna 550 spectrometer. Typically, 304 scans were collected at 4-cm 01 resoby curve-fitting the original amide I may not be unique, and restrictions to the possible solutions lution using the Series and Rapid Scan software running under OMNIC (Nicolet Corp., Madison, must be applied. 3 The most important solution is that the number and position of bands obtained WI). The interferograms were reprocessed with 1 level zero filling. Measurements were carried out after iteration must be the same as in the initial assumption.
in D 2 O buffer using a thermostated cell with a continuous heating of 1ЊC/min. Ten spectra in the Obtention of the number and position of bands from deconvolution is affected by the underlying temperature range where no structural changes are produced were used in the study. Buffer connoise present in the spectrum, although not always visible. Thus, it is easy to introduce artifacts tribution was subtracted and the resulting spectra had a signal-to-noise ratio better than 1500 : 1. in the initial values that can be interpreted as real components. This obstacle has produced a debate on the methodology used to quantify protein structure from an infrared spectrum. 4, 5 To imSmoothing Methods prove the signal-to-noise ratio of spectroscopic data, smoothing methods are commonly in use, Savitzky-Golay polynomial smoothing and Fourier filtering were applied using SpectraCalc such as Fourier filtering 6 or the procedure developed by Savitzky and Golay, 7 which is a polynoor Grams, respectively. The maximum entropy smoothing was from Spectrum Squares Associmial method based on the least-squares criterion. These smoothing procedures, however, often inates (Ithaca, NY) running under SpectraCalc. Different combinations of polynomial degree and duce distorsions in line shape, thus affecting the quantitative information contained in the amide number of points were used for the Savitzky-Golay method (i.e., a degree ranging from 2 to 4 I band of proteins. In the present work, we applied a novel smoothing method based on maximum enand a number of points from 11 to 16). Fourier filtering was applied truncating the interferogram tropy 8 together with the Savitzky-Golay and Fourier methods to artificial curves mimicking from a 20% up to a 70%. A truncation of 70% is the default for Fourier derivation. 9 In the maximum amide I bands with and without added noise to establish the effect of the routines on band shape. entropy method, noise was assumed to have a normal distribution, initial band shape was assumed Then, we applied the values obtained to real protein bands to evaluate the ability of smoothing to be either Gaussian (as recommended by Spectrum Squares for components of unknown band in removing the underlying spectral noise and in eliminating the dispersion of values in protein shape) or Lorentzian; the minimum bandwidth ranged from 5 to 20 cm 01 , with higher bandwidths structure quantitation.
totally distorting the spectral band shape. The smoothing methods were applied to the artificial and protein curves. Changes in band shape
MATERIALS AND METHODS
after smoothing were investigated in noise-free spectra by subtracting the smoothed minus the origObtention of Artificial Curves and Protein Spectra inal curve. If no difference in band shape is produced, a straight line is obtained. The efficiency of Artificial curves in the interval 1900-1400 cm 01 , similar to the ones obtained in natural protein smoothing in removing noise is studied similarly (i.e. after smoothing); the subtraction of the original spectra, were constructed using GRAMS (Galactic Inc., Salem, NH). Seven component bands, simicurve should give the noise introduced.
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Curve-Fitting of the Spectra
To check the variability in the results produced by the smoothing methods, for each component Decomposition of the spectra was carried out on band, the mean value for the 10 spectra selected the original spectra and after smoothing of the is obtained and the sum (S) of the standard deviacurves using different conditions. The curve-fittions of all the component bands is used as a pating method has been described previously. 10 rameter of goodness in eliminating the variability Briefly, the number and position of the bands is of the data. obtained from the deconvolved spectra, and the band shape was initially set at 10% Lorentzian and left to vary in the iteration procedure. How-
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ever, it was verified that the components of the spectra smoothed with the maximum entropy Preservation of Band Shape method were Gaussian after iteration, and in this case, if the band shape is set to Gaussian, a better
The effect of the smoothing methods on the spectral band shape is studied by constructing an artifit and less dispersion in the value of the areas are obtained in the software used. ficial curve free of noise similar to the protein am- ide I. It is then subjected to the different methods in the different smoothing techniques is an artifact that only originates in the artificial curves of noise removal, and finally, the original is subtracted from the smoothed curve and changes in and is not present in natural spectra. band shape are detected as nonstraight lines. Savitzky-Golay, Fourier filtering and maximum entropy methods have been considered as noiseNoise Removal removal methods. Because the spectrum is noiseless, the result of a smoothing method nonperThe efficiency of smoothing in removing noise has been studied by adding to the artificial curves a turbing the band shape should be a straight line. Figure 1 shows the result of applying the three random noise with final signal-to-noise ratios of 1000 : 1 and 10000 : 1. After smoothing of the different smoothing techniques considered using different parameters. It is clear that after Fourier curves, the signal-to-noise ratio is measured again and the results are shown in Table I . The smoothing, a difference spectrum, and not a straight line, is produced irrespective of the pabest function in removing noise is maximum entropy, which even restores the original noise-free rameters used, indicating that this smoothing approach produces changes in the spectral band curves. The presence of noise did not change the effect of the smoothing functions on band shape. shape. Also, Savitzky-Golay smoothing produces differences in band shape, although less proStudies with artificial curves show that even if Fourier filtering or Savitzky-Golay smoothing nounced than in Fourier filtering. The maximum entropy algorithm hardly affects band shape if remove noise, their distorsion of the band envelope is higher than those produced by maximum a line width below 12 cm 01 is used. Band-shape preservation using a line width below 12 cm 01 is entropy methods. In the latter, the line-width parameter for the narrower component of a band observed in all variants of the maximum entropy algorithm used. The spike observed at 1700 cm 01 similar to the amide I is 12 cm 01 .
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Effect of Maximum Entropy Methods on the Decomposition Values of the Amide I Components of the Infrared Spectra
The critical step in curve-fitting the amide I band implies knowledge of the number and position of its components. This step is usually accomplished by using resolution-enhanced spectra and is affected by the presence of noise in the spectrum, so that an extra (noisy) component in the amide I band creates an artifactual result. Besides, small variations in band position produce an error that can imply a large number of amino acids in the protein.
In fact, in a protein with a molecular mass of around 100 kd, a 5% error, which is common in curve-fitting, 5 involves É 50 amino acids. To improve the dispersion in percentage area of the components produced by these variations in band position, a procedure has been proposed consisting of measuring the spectra in a narrow temperature range where protein conformation is not affected and comparing the band position values obtained. 11 However, even in these spectral series, spurious bands or changes in band position cannot be definitely excluded. Figure 2 shows the band positions of a series of 10 deconvolved spectra of a protein before and after being treated with a maximum entropy smoothing. Before smoothing, it is unclear whether the band around 1667 cm 01 is a true band or a noise-produced artifact because it is present in some spectra but not in the others. After smoothing, this band disappears from all spectra, suggesting that it was a product of noise. The indication can be corroborated by the results obtained with other samples of the same protein, where this band is absent, and also so as not to introduce incertitudes, maximum entropy smoothing did not change the number or position of the bands obtained. mational changes has been smoothed and the results of the fitting compared with the ''crude'' spectra. Figure 3 shows the different values obtained
Effect of Smoothing on the Decomposition Values
for the original components of the amide I and of the Amide I Band after smoothing by the maximum entropy method. Looking at the regression lines, it can be appreciSpectral smoothing not only removes noise from the spectra but also reconstructs the band enveated that in the most important bands corresponding to a-helix and b-sheet, the scattering lope, avoiding small imperfections in band shape that can introduce a dispersion in percentage area of experimental points is smaller in the treated spectrum. In fact, the dispersion of the data lowvalues and increase error in the measurements.
A series of 10 spectra corresponding to the proers from 4-5% to 1-2%. The example shown corresponds to a high-quality spectrum with a signaltein measured in an interval not involving confor- to-noise ratio of 3000 : 1, which gives good quality formation contained in the amide I band. The use of artificial curves without and with added noise fittings. In spectra with poorer signal-to-noise ratios, the improvement can be higher (data not shows that Fourier filtering and Savitzky-Golay smoothing can remove the noise but change the shown). In the case presented, the dispersion is decreased by 50%. Reducing the error to 2% in band shape. Maximum entropy smoothing removes more efficiently the noise of an artificial the relative proportion of structural components in a protein makes small conformational variaamide I, and with a bandwidth for the narrower component below 12 cm 01 (as in proteins), no sigtions, such as produced by ligand binding, amenable to study by infrared spectroscopy.
nificant change in band shape is appreciated. Looking at original protein spectra, the efficiency An overall view of the improvement after smoothing can be obtained by looking at the stanof the maximum entropy smoothing in removing the spureous bands introduced by the noise is dard deviation of the components fitted. These deviations are added and its sum ( S) will indicate demonstrated. Moreover, a reduction in data dispersion is obtained, even in spectra of high signala better overall fitting if the value is lower. Table  II shows these values for the different smoothing to-noise ratios. The results presented show that maximum entropy smoothing can be a tool to immethods used. In all cases, the lowest value of S is obtained using the maximum entropy smoothing.
prove quantification of protein structure by infrared spectroscopy. Protein quantitation from the infrared spectra can also be obtained through factor analysis methods using the spectra of proteins with known I.E. is supported by a predoctoral fellowship from the Basque Governement and J.A.E. is recipient of a prestructure to derive the ''pure'' structure specdoctoral fellowship from the ''Ministerio de Educación trum.
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CONCLUSIONS

